
INSIDE THE ULTIMA ONLINE CLIENT 
  - ALPHA CLIENT LEFTOVERS, THE CURSORS 
 
GOAL 
 
I’m going to describe and try to understand some unused code found in the Ultima Online 2D 

clients (and even the Ultima Online Demo).  

 

 

UTILITIES USED 
 

IDA Pro, a very professional utility, definitely worth buying, Standard version is affordable 

Resource Hacker, a free utility to fool around with a program’s resources 

 



INSIDE THE CLIENT 
 

NOTE: the client analyzed here is version 5.0.8.3 

 

We start the journey by jumping to LoadCursor and opening the cross-references window: 

 

  
 

We see that LoadCursor is called a few times but by carefully looking we see that the 

LoadCursor usage can be divided into two blocks, one is WinMain and the other one is 

sub_536C20. 



Let’s look at the first one in WinMain: 

 

 
 

Cursor 7F8Ah equals cursor 32650 which in turn equals IDC_APPSTARTING, a default 

Windows cursor and thus nothing to be interested in. 

 

Let’s look at the second one: 

 

 
 

LoadCursor is being called in series and each returned handle is stored in sequence (an 

array).  The array itself is initialized with zeroes at the beginning and is 64 (32-bit) handles 

long (0x40 dwords). If you count the number of LoadCursor’s you will see that only 29 

cursors are being loaded. 



We clean up the code a bit, sub_536C20 is the WindowProc: 

 

 
 

 

And we convert dword_89AA78 into an array (which I named GLOBAL_CursorArray): 

 

 
  



What kinds of cursors are being loaded? Most cursors are application-defined cursors.  A few 

times IDC_ARROW (7F00h) is loaded too. 

 

Let’s use a resource editor to peek at the application-defined cursors in the UO client 

executable: 

 

 
 

As you can see (or not see), there are no cursors defined! So all handles returned by 

LoadCursor will be NULL (except for IDC_ARROW). Either this is some anti-hacking trick or 

this is bad programming. Considering the unprotected nature of the client I’m going for the 

second option. 

 

Cross-referencing GLOBAL_CursorArray tells us that the cursors are in fact unused (except 

for WindowProc), so besides trying to load cursors nothing else is going on with them: 

 

 
 

 
QUESTIONS 
 

Why is the game loading cursors that are not even defined? 

Why is the game loading cursors it won’t even use? 



INSIDE THE UODEMO 
 

The Ultima Online Demo Client is loading cursors too as shown on this screenshot: 

 

 
 

Also, in the demo the cursors don’t exist and are unused. Again, why is the game trying to 

load non-existing cursors which it won’t use, even if they would be available...? 

 

Side Note: 

There is something interesting though which teaches us a bit about the compilation process 

of the demo: lack of optimization! In client 5.0.8.3 the array is initialized using “rep stosd”, 

in the demo the array is initialized handle by handle. The (total) lack of compiler 

optimization teaches us that the demo has been compiled without any optimization settings.  

 

This is a good thing for us, the reversers. 



INSIDE THE ALPHA CLIENT 
 

Recently I acquired the UO alpha client (through betaarchive) and I loaded it into IDA for 

analysis. Strangely enough, the same cursor loading routine exists in this 1996 client …: 

 

 
 

NOTE: the alpha client has been compiled with optimizations enabled too (notice the usage of 

“rep stosd”), this sort of makes the uodemo client very unique in terms of readability 

 

… with a subtle difference!  The resources actually exist: 

 

 



 

There is another more than subtle difference; the loaded resources are actually being used: 

 

 
 



INSIDE THE GOD CLIENT 

 

During the UO:Renaissance period a GOD client was leaked. This GOD client (2.0.8n) also 

loads the cursors and just like the alpha client uses them: 

 

 
 

 
 



 

ANSWERS 
 

Why is the game loading cursors that are not even defined? 

Why is the game loading cursors it won’t even use? 

 

Let’s review the time-frame: 

 

1996 Alpha Client  Working Cursors 

1998 UO Demo  Cursor Leftovers 

2000 GOD Client  Working Cursors 

2007 Client 5.0.8.3  Cursor Leftovers 

 

The cursor loading in the 2007 client is clearly a leftover from the 1996 alpha client. The fact 

that the GOD client of the year 2000 is using the cursors makes me believe that the cursors 

from the alpha client are still being used by OSI for their modern GOD clients up to at least 

2007 and probably even beyond. 

 

The cursor loading routines should not be compiled in their public build of the client. This in 

my point of view an error, but not a fatal one. 

 


